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WELCOME TO SWEDEN’S
ONLY HOT TUB
MANUFACTURER.

Johan Eriksson Charlotte Lindblad

Founders and owners of Viskan Spa.

here in skene, västergötland, we design and build our hot tubs for Swedish 
conditions. Viskan Spa was founded in 2010. We are one of the largest supp-
liers of premium hot tubs in Europe. It is very pleasing that so many people 
have discovered the benefit of buying from us in such a short space of time.

FOR SWEDISH CONDITIONS.
In Sweden, there is a difference of over 50°C between winter and summer. But the cold 
is not the biggest challenge. It is the moisture and the wind. That is why we design the 
hot tub with features that include: the market’s thickest shell, a sitting depth that is 
deeper than those of its competitors, a purification process that makes the water  
cleaner than drinking water, a uniquely reliable control system, and well-insulated 

covers that minimise heat loss and provide energy efficiency.

GET CLOSER TO YOUR NEAREST AND DEAREST.
Many of our customers tell us that the great advantage of our hot tubs is that they 
bring together families and friends. They can disconnect from the world, completely
free of tablets and smartphones, and get closer to one another.

So, why not start by browsing the catalogue, find the hot tub that suits you, and let 
the enjoyment begin?
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MADE IN SKENE, 
VÄSTERGÖTLAND, 

SWEDEN.
every hot tub that leaves our factory in Skene, a small town in the region of 

Sjuhäradsbygden in western Sweden, is the result of a construction process that is 
rooted in a long industrial tradition and adheres to its traditional values. 

Swedish manufacturing, as a concept, has historically been synonymous with 
high quality and user-friendliness  – a legacy we do our best to 

protect and consolidate every day.

Welcome to Viskan Spa, Sweden’s only hot tub manufacturer.

A process divided into a number of stages 
in which each sub-process is equally im-
portant to the finished hot tub and must 
conform to the highest standards. “A chain 
is only as strong as its weakest link” may 
seem old-fashioned, but it’s the expression 
that perhaps best describes the challenge 
faced every day in a manufacturing facil-
ity in which the entire production process 
takes place under one roof.
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For us it’s important to be proud of what we produce 
and have full control over what we sell and deliver. 
Building a hot tub is a craft just like any other.

To achieve good water flow, it’s important to have the 
right type of hoses and for them to be fitted correctly. 
The hoses are manufactured in Sweden and have an  
antibacterial agent that helps prevent dirt, bacteria and 
moisture attaching to the surface.
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BUILT FOR THE  
NORDIC CLIMATE

DISCOVER THE BENEFITS OF OUR 
SWEDEN-MADE HOT TUBS.
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THE SHELL 
– THE THICKEST ON THE MARKET

The most important part of a spa is the shell. This is 
indisputable. That is why we chose to invest in the 
market’s thickest shell, from the best supplier. The 
shell plate is more than twice as thick as normal, and is 
made of acrylic and ABS for the best strength and 
flexibility. The plate is reinforced with several layers of 
polyurethane (PUR) for maximum strength. This also 
reduces noise and acts as an extra layer of insulation. 
It is also much better for the environment than 
traditional glass fibre reinforcement.

SITTING DEPTH  
– DEEPER THAN THOSE OF ITS  
COMPETITORS

Bathing outside in winter is perhaps one of the most 
enjoyable bathing experiences. But you must be 
able to sit comfortably, leaning backwards with the 
water over your shoulders - otherwise it becomes cold. 
And because Scandinavians are somewhat taller, the 
design and seating depth are extra important. That’s 
why a Viskan whirlpool is a little deeper than the other 
hot tubs on the market - take a seat and test it yourself.

UNIQUE OPERATING SYSTEM – LONG 
WARM BATHS ALL YEAR ROUND

Balboa Watergroup supplies our control systems. In 
addition to the fact that we chose to use titanium 
heaters, to extend the life of the heater, in most of our 
spas, Balboa has also developed a unique control 
system for us. That means you can run the massage 
pumps while the heater heats your bathing water. 
This is a must in our Nordic climate. If not, the water 
temperature drops very quickly – no matter what 
insulation you have on the side of the tub. 

THE COVER – THICK AND MADE OF 
HIGH-DENSITY PLASTIC

We also have one of the very best covers on the 
market. As you know, heat rises. Our cover is thick and 
made of high-density plastic which, unlike most 
other covers on the market, provides very good 
insulation after a few years. 

INSULATION – BEST POSSIBLE  
RUNNING COSTS

Viskan’s hot tub provides documented energy 
efficiency, thanks to several layers of insulation and air 
barriers, and the way it reuses the heat from the hot 
tub’s pumps. Another advantage of our insulation is 
that the spa is very service-friendly and easy to 
operate. This can save you a fortune in the future. Low 
energy cost + service-friendliness = best possible 
running costs.

CLEAN WATER – ACS – CLEANER THAN 
DRINKING WATER
Fresh, clean water is a prerequisite for using and 
enjoying your hot tub. In order to achieve as high a 
level of water purity as possible, and with minimal use 
of various chemical products, we have developed a 
unique system: the Aqua Clear System. We provide: a 
unique antibacterial hose; AOP - advanced oxidation 
process (ozone and UV-C light which, when combined 
correctly, provides the most powerful, non-chemical, 
drinking water purification); powerful filters; and an 
energy-saving, programmable circulation pump. 

QUALITY COMPONENTS –  
THE DIFFERENCE IS IN THE DETAIL

It is the small details, such as seals, o-rings, gaskets 
and even the silicone and glue that make a big 
difference. Using the right products for the right 
purpose is absolutely crucial in terms of the service 
life of your spa. We use Viton seals for the pumps, as 
they are about four times better than traditional EPDM 
seals. Most of our whirlpools utilise a much more 
secure assembly method for the massage jets. This 
eliminates the need for silicone and nuts, and does not 
lead to leakage as a result of poor or obsolete silicone 
and/or plastic nuts.

SEPARATELY PROGRAMMABLE  
CIRCULATION PUMP

We have chosen to use a separately programmable 
circulation pump in all of our models. It provides a 
quieter tub with lower energy costs and allows you to 
control how often the water is filtered - from 4 to 24 
hours. Wear is also reduced in the other pumps, as 
these are only used for water massages. 



TIP!
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THE SHELL – PREVENTS PARTICLES FROM ATTACHING

The surface of the shell is acrylic and is made in such a 
way that it prevents particles and microbes from 
attaching and propagating, which can be unhealthy 
and may cause the shell and the water to look dirty. 
The shell construction also helps keep the surface 
shiny and clean, which minimises the time you spend 
cleaning the hot tub during water changes. 

POWERFUL FILTERS – CAPTURE DIRT BETTER. 

Good filters are crucial for water quality. A good water 
filter is characterised by the density of the fibres rather 
than the quantity of filter cloth. The fibres are denser 
in our filters than in most other makes, which means 
they capture more particles and the particles are 
smaller.

UNIQUE ANTIBACTERIAL HOSE FROM SMÅLAND. 

Bacteria usually attach in the tub’s hose system and 
can multiply and lead to the water becoming unhealthy.  
Our Swedish-made antibacterial hoses are designed 
precisely to prevent this. The antibacterial agent in the 
hose helps reduce bacterial growth and provides 
healthier and cleaner bathing water. The antibacterial 
agent is part of the hose and is not a material that is 
applied to the surface that will wear away over time. 

AOP  CLEANS THE WATER OF POLLUTANTS. 

AOP (Advanced Oxidation Process) is a process that 
uses oxidation to remove organic and inorganic 
substances (such as bacteria and viruses) from 
drinking water. This is done by a proper combination 
of ozone and UV-C light. AOP is the best way to safely 
clean the water of pollutants. 

CLEANER THAN DRINKING WATER 

WITH AQUA CLEAR SYSTEM (ACS).
Viskan Spa has developed the Aqua Clear System which makes your bathing water not only as clean 
as drinking water, but actually cleaner. Components of the system include acrylic sheets (the shell), 
our filter, anti-bacterial hoses and AOP technology.

THE HOT TUB CALCULATOR AT VISKANSPA.COM

The hot tub calculator is an easy way to ensure that 
the water in your hot tub is clear and clean. The 
calculator takes the hot tub data you enter and 
calculates how much of each chemical product you 
must add. It’s the perfect tool when you’re starting up 
your new hot tub or want to carry out a water change.



SINGLE-PIECE BASE PLATE INSULATED IN 

TWO LAYERS. 

The base consists of a high quality ABS plate and 

comes with insulating thermoplastic. 

INSULATION ACCORDING TO THE 
THERMOS CONCEPT.

There are different theories on how best to insulate a 
hot tub. Together with Swedish experts, we chose 
what is referred to as thermal insulation (which you 
find in many houses in Sweden). That means that we 
have insulation against the shell itself and 55mm-thick 
insulation material in the outer frame. The other 
advantages of the thermos concept are that the heat 
from the pumps is reused to keep the water warm, as 

well as making the tub much easier to service.

THE THERMAL FOIL REFLECTS AWAY THE COLD  

AND MAKES USE OF THE HEAT.

The exterior has a thermal mat that reflects away the 
cold from the outside and reflects the heat from the 
hot tub back in. This also works as a diffusion barrier 
that protects the tub exceptionally well and serves as a 

wind guard.

THE COVER IS STILL THE MOST IMPORTANT 
THING OF ALL. 

We also have one of the very best covers on the market  
– and, as we all know, heat rises. Our cover is thick and 
made of high-density cellular plastic which, unlike 
most of the other covers on the market, continues to 
provide excellent insulation after a number of years. 

ONE OF THE BEST INSULATED  
HOT TUBS ON THE MARKET WITH  

PRO SILENCE INSULATION.
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INSULATES AND ABSORBS.

No-one knows our Scandinavian climate better than the people who live here. That’s why we work 
with Swedish insulation experts. As a result of that cooperation, our hot tubs are insulated in several 
layers around the entire tub, thereby achieving the best insulation properties in terms of both energy 
and noise.

A study carried out by one of the leading suppliers of 
hot tub control systems on the market shows that hot 
tub owners rank the noise from the pumps as the 
biggest disturbance while bathing. We are therefore 
proud to report that our new insulation, Pro Silence 
Insulation, not only helps maintain the temperature, 
but also absorbs noise in a way that is unequalled on 
the market.

The graph shows noise absorption at various frequencies; the higher the 
curve, the better the noise absorption.
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The test was carried out in one of their chambers, in which 
the ambient temperature was set to 7.5°. This corresponds 
to the annual average temperature in Central Sweden. The 
spa was allowed to stand idle for approx. twelve hours after 
it reached 38°, and the water was not heated using energy, 
i.e. the water temperature was higher than 38° when the 
test started.

ALL THE SYSTEM’S PUMPS, LIGHTING AND HEATERS 
WERE RUNNING.
This was to get a true measurement value - a maximum 
value. When comparing energy consumption, it is 
important to note the number of pumps and the size of 
the heater. These of course use more than weaker pumps 
and smaller heaters, but we have chosen to use powerful 

pumps to provide a better and more powerful massage, 
and a separate circulation pump, and we believe that a 3 
kW heater is required to maintain water temperature in 
cooler outdoor temperatures. Using, for example, a 1.5 kW 
heater means that the temperature drops several degrees 
quite quickly when bathing and the heater cannot maintain 
the water temperature.

A RESULT TO CHEER YOUR WALLET.
The result of the test shows that two 30 minute baths twice 
a week have an average electricity consumption of 260 
kwh/month. As electricity prices may vary, we choose to 
show the result in kWh.

WE PUT A LOT OF EFFORT 
INTO PRODUCTION

SWEDEN’S TECHNICAL  
RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
DETERMINES HOW MUCH. 

People may worry that their electricity bill will shoot up, so a frequent question is: ”What are the operating 
costs of a hot tub?”  Accordingly, ever since Viskan Spa was founded, we have paid a great deal of attention 
to ensuring that the hot tubs are well insulated and have low operating costs. Our own measurements 
have shown very good results, but we still chose to commission an independent energy consumption test, 
conducted by SP, the Swedish Technical Research Institute*.



Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is the ability of  
apparatus, equipment or a system to operate in its  
electromagnetic environment without giving rise to  
unacceptable interference in that environment

The EMC Directive (2014/30/EU) is an EU Directive that 
applies to electromagnetic compatibility within Europe. 
It aims to avoid separate national requirements by restricting 
legislation to overall requirements for safety, health and 
the environment, or other requirements in the public  
interest, and equipment must therefore be CE marked  
before it can be placed on the market. With the CE mark, the 
manufacturer shows that the product meets all essential  
requirements both in the EMC Directive and in other  

relevant directives. 

HOW THE TEST WAS CARRIED OUT

The test was carried out on a Viskan Lindö in the  
Tesla measuring chamber at SP – the Swedish Technical  
Research Institute. A semi-anechoic chamber built for  
projects of this type. Tests are carried out on emissions 
and immunity: cable and radiated interference. Measure-
ments were taken at a distance of 3 m. The absorbent 
material was a combi-absorber, which ensures good test 
conditions over a wide range of frequencies. 

The hot tub was in full operational mode during the emis-
sions and immunity test, with all pumps and LED lights in 
the working position. The pumps were reset to zero every 
15 minutes. Functional tests were performed on the tub  
before, during and after the tests in order to verify compliance  
with the specified performance criteria.

THE RESULTS.

The test shows that the Viskan Lindö, on the points tested, 
meets the limits for emissions and immunity established 
according to EMC Directive compatibility levels. The limit 
for maximum permitted emissions (EN 61000-6-3:2007/
A1:2011) is lower than the compatibility level for a particular  
electromagnetic interference. In the same way, the limit 
for minimum permitted immunity (EN 61000-6-1:2007) is 
higher than the compatibility level for a particular inter-
ference.

A Viskan Lindö placed in the Tesla measuring chamber at the Swedish Technical Research Institute.  
A semi-anechoic chamber adapted for emissions and immunity testing. 

OUR PROMISE TO YOU AS A VISKAN SPA CUSTOMER.

• To deliver products bearing the CE mark with safe, inter-
ference-free electricity so you can focus fully on the user 
experience.  

• To be able to provide documentary evidence that our 
products have been tested and approved  
according to the established requirements for electro-
magnetic compatibility within the EU.  

• As far as the development of products is concerned we 
are and will continue to be at the forefront when it comes 
to adaptations according to directives and standards 
designed to promote health, safety and the environment.
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JETS – MASSAGE ON YOUR TERMS.
All our hot tubs are equipped with different types of 
massage nozzles – jets that treat muscles and joints 
in different ways. From the smallest jets, which 
provide a powerful, deep, single-point massage, to 
the big rotating jets, which provide a nice pummelling 
feeling on the back.

There are also fixed, directional nozzles that provide a 
more powerful, fixed massage stream, and rotating 
massage nozzles for a vibrating massage effect. Most 
of our massage jets are adjustable and can be shut off 
separately, providing a high degree of flexibility.

FIXED, DIRECTIONAL, SINGLE-POINT 
MASSAGE 

These massage jets provide a powerful, direct 
massage on a specific point. The nozzle is 
directional, which allows you to direct the 
massage stream where you want it. 

PUMMELLING MASSAGE

The rotating massage jets provide a 
pummelling massage over a larger area than 
the fixed jets. Massaging with our large 
rotating massage jets is as close to a “real” 
massage as you can get. Rotating massage 
jets provide a slightly more powerful, spiral-
like massage stream.

PULSATING MASSAGE 

The massage jets provide a more intense, pulsating 
massage effect than the fixed massage jets. These 
jets really enhance the quality of the massage.

NECK MASSAGE

Our neck massage is great when your neck and 
shoulder muscles are tired and tense. A pummelling 
massage relieves tense headaches and reduces 
stress in the body. Some people regard it is the 
absolutely best massage the tub offers.

A few documented health benefits:

Water is necessary for all life and that is perhaps why 
we human beings are naturally drawn to water. In water 
we feel weightless, full of life and peaceful at the same 
time. A hot tub is the perfect way to unwind and recover 
after a hectic day. Get into the water, let your body  
absorb the warmth and feel your muscles relax.

There are many health benefits to a hot massage tub. 
When the body warms up, blood circulation increases 
and makes blood vessels dilate. Lower blood pressure, 
less stress and temporary relief of joint and muscular 
pain are some of the effects that many people experi-
ence in their hot tub.

Having a hot tub as the natural heart of a group of 
people or as a social hub also gives a chance to free 
up quality time with family and friends, which also  
affects well-being and helps create an overall posi-
tive feeling. Get together for a while in a warm atmos-
phere free from everyday distractions and feel how the  
water massages you and releases endorphins – the 
body’s own natural feel-good medicine.

• Natural remedy against insomnia

• Reduction of stiffness and swelling

• Beneficial for arthritis (though not all kinds of arthritis)

• Eases type 2 diabetes (lower blood sugar levels, better sleep)

WATER THERAPY  
– AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR HEALTH.
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FROM HEAD TO TOE. A full-body massage in warm water works miracles for 
strained muscles and joints. Relax and feel the jets go to work. 

The tub in the images is a Viskan Lindö.

Foot massage.

Back, hip, and calf massage.

Neck, shoulder and shoulderblade  
massage.
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AROMATHERAPY.
Our hot tubs in the V series and the Spatunnan provide 
you with the option of enjoying an aromatherapy bath.  
There is a built-in reservoir at the edge of the tub. You 
lift the lid and fill it with liquid containing essential oils. 
Once in the tub, it’s easy to select the fragrance you 
want by pressing the button one or more times. The 
essential oils are infused into the warm water and are 
absorbed into the body through the skin and when 
breathing in. 

Our sense of smell is closely linked to our emotions and 
memories and creates a balance in mind and body.
The massage in the tub works at a deep level – beneficial 

for both body and soul. Depending on the fragrance in 
the reservoir, bathing can be relaxing, soothing, restful 
or refreshing.
 
Leaning back in the warm water under a starry sky, 
with the sound of a rippling waterfall in the background 
and a feeling of total relaxation as your circulation is 
stimulated and your stiff muscles and joints loosen up 
is an everyday luxury we all need.
 
Our fragrances do not foam, affect the pH level or 
leave oily residues and everything goes back to normal 
the next time you bathe.

LIGHT THERAPY.
It’s all in the detail and what better way to enhance the 
bathing experience than with mood lighting? All our 
hot tubs are fully equipped with lighting. A large LED 
light for powerful underwater lighting, water-level 
lighting and illuminated switches and control panel 
create lighting makes the bathing experience 
something special. The lighting consists of eight 
colours and five programmes that can be set with a 
simple press of a button.

Studies have proved that colours stimulate different 
parts of our body. Maybe that could be something to 
try out in the tub?

RED
Stimulates 
circulation.

ORANGE
Improves your 
mood, makes you 
more alert.

YELLOW
Strengthens the 
nervous system, 
sharpens the mind.

INDIGO
Improves intuition 
and perception.

GREEN
Has a positive and 
calming effect.

BLUE
Relaxing and 
calming.

PURPLE
Muscle relaxing  
and de-stressing.
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2. CHOOSE A PANEL COLOUR.

3. CHOOSE A SHELL COLOUR.

1. CHOOSE A MODEL

HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR HOT TUB.

Black horizontal White horizontal

 
 
         Fixed, directional single-point massage Pummelling massage Pulsating massage Neck massage

Choose a spa model that suits your needs in terms of size, design, equipment and massage features. The 
following symbols will help you find the type of massage you are looking for:

Alumi Light wood

FOR THE V SERIES

FOR THE S SERIES

Alumi black

Grey vertical

Sterling Glacier Midnight MysticOpal
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We have developed a variety of models to help 
you find the most suitable hot tub. There are tubs, 
which only seat one and tubs, in which one or 
two people can lie down, tubs suitable for a large 
family and tubs for a small family. 

Tubs for having fun with friends and acquaintances  
or tubs that are best suited for two.

OUR HOT TUBS:  
FROM LEMAN TO CORAIL.

VISKAN LINDÖ p.20

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 230 x 230 cm 
Height: 95 cm

VISKAN HÄGGÖ p.24

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 230x230 cm 
Height: 95 cm

VISKAN ASPERÖ p.26

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 210 x 210 cm 
Height: 95 cm

VISKAN ÄNGSÖ p.21

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 230 x 230 cm 
Height: 95 cm

VISKAN  EKERÖ p.19

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 230 x 230 cm 
Height: 95 cm

VISKAN VINDÖ p.22

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 230 x 230 cm 
Height: 95 cm

VISKAN HASSLÖ p.23

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 230 x 230 cm 
Height: 95 cm

VISKAN ALMÖ p.27

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 210 x 177 cm 
Height: 79 cm

VISKAN ASKÖ p.28

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 210 x 177 cm 
Height: 79 cm

VISKAN BJÖRKÖ p.25

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 210x210 cm 
Height: 95 cm
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VISKAN SALTÖ p.35

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 210 x 210 cm 
Height: 95 cm

VISKAN DONSÖ p. 41 SPA TUB p.42

Number of seats: Number of seats:

Type of seats: Type of seats:

Size: 210 cm diameter 
Height: 103 cm

Size: 210 cm diameter 
Height: 103 cm

VISKAN SANDÖ p.34

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 230 x 230 cm 
Height: 95 cm

Size: 210 x 210 cm 
Height: 95 cm

VISKAN LÄRKÖ p.36

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

VISKAN STJÄRNÖ p.40

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 210 x 177 cm 
Height: 79 cm

VISKAN TROLLÖ p.38

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 200 x 200 cm 
Height: 95 cm

VISKAN BOKÖ p.33

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 230 x 230 cm 
Height: 95 cm

VISKAN RÖNNÖ p.37

Number of seats:

Type of seats:

Size: 200 x 200 cm 
Height: 95 cm

Size: 210 x 177 cm 
Height: 79 cm

VISKAN LOVÖ p.39

Number of seats:

Type of seats:
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THE V-SERIE.
Our V series offers ten different models. All are 

equipped with massage jets with different features and 

sizes for the best massage experience. You will always 

receive a hot tub with single-point, pulsating and 

pummelling massage jets. All models are equipped 

with a separately programmable circulation pump, and 

several massage pumps, at least one of which has two 

different speeds (dual speed). 

Two of the models also include our Flexi Pump. This 

pump has three different speeds, as well as a fourth 

setting where the pump itself changes speed. 

This gives you another massage experience dimension. 

All of the V series hot tubs are equipped with Viskan 

Spa’s comprehensive lighting package, aromatherapy 

and the market’s best cleaning system - AOP.  

The tubs’ control system is Balboa’s (market leader in 

hot tub control) latest and improved system with a 

variety of control and safety features. 

The heater is titanium and the tub can also be equipped 

with remote control and music.



PANEL OPTIONS:

TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS:

Fixed, directional, single-point massage 

Pummelling massage

Pulsating massage 

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

SHELL COLOURS:

viskan spa v-serie

VISKAN EKERÖ

GREAT MASSAGE VARIATION.

Nackmassage

VISKAN EKERÖ FACTS

Size  ......................................................................230x230 cm

Height  ..............................................................................95 cm

Weight empty/filled ...................................... 439/2154 kg

Water quantity ..............................................................1715 L

Cool off seat/child seat .................................................. Yes

Lighting  ............................................................................... Yes

Water level lighting.......................................................... Yes

Lit waterfall and switches ............................................. Yes

Neck pillows .................................................................... 5 pcs

Neck/shoulder massage ............................................. 1 pcs

Pump 1  .............................3hp, 2200W Dual Speed pump

Pump 2  ................................................................2hp, 1500W

Pump 3  ........................................ 2hp, 1500W Flexi Pump

Separate circular pump ................................................. Yes

Titanium heaters  ............................................................3kW

ACS cleaning system ....................................................... Yes

Aromatherapy .................................................................... Yes

Stainless steel jets  ........................................................... Yes

Massage jets .................................................................54 pcs

Particle filters  ................................................................ 2 pcs

Electrical connecion .... 3N�400V 3x16A 50Hz 8462W 

This hot tub seats six, with a lovely section for lying 
down, and a corner seat providing neck massages 
and massage for the forearms, calves and feet. 

Three of the massage seats are controlled by a dual-
speed pump. At the touch of a button, a soft massage 
beings, and at a second touch the massage streams 
become significantly more powerful. The soft massage 
is perfect for winding down after a powerful 
pummelling massage, or if the younger children want 
to swim without excessive massage streams.

The lounge seat has a separate massage pump: multi-
speed Flexi Pump. You can change the power of the 
massage by pressing the button once or you can allow 
the pump itself to switch between a soft, gentle 
massage and a powerful, intense massage.
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TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS:

Fixed, directional, single-point massage 

Pummelling massage

Pulsating massage 

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

PANEL OPTION:

viskan spa v-serie

SHELL COLOURS:

TWO DEEP CORNER SEATS WITH WHOLE BODY MASSAGE.

VISKAN LINDÖ

VISKAN LINDÖ FACTS

Size  ......................................................................230x230 cm

Height  ..............................................................................95 cm

Weight empty/filled .................................... 460/2305 kg

Water quantity ............................................................ 1845 L

Cool off seat/child seat .................................................. Yes

Lighting  ............................................................................... Yes

Water level lighting.......................................................... Yes

Lit waterfall and switches ............................................. Yes

Neck pillows .................................................................... 6 pcs

Neck/shoulder massage ............................................ 2 pcs

Pump 1  .............................3hp, 2200W Dual Speed pump

Pump 2  ................................................................2hp, 1500W

Pump 3  ........................................ 2hp, 1500W Flexi Pump

Separate circular pump ................................................. Yes

Titanium heaters  ............................................................3kW

ACS cleaning system ....................................................... Yes

Aromatherapy .................................................................... Yes

Stainless steel jets  ........................................................... Yes

Massage jets .................................................................65 pcs

Particle filters  ................................................................ 2 pcs

Electrical connecion .... 3N�400V 3x16A 50Hz 8462W 

Neck massage

The Viskan Lindö has eight seats, two of which are 
deep corner seats with full body massage, providing 
neck, back, hip, forearm, calf and foot massages. 
These also feature massage jets of different sizes 
and features to provide as comfortable and varied a 
massage experience as possible. 

You can change the power of the massage by pressing 
the button once or you can allow the pump itself to 
switch between a soft, gentle massage and a powerful, 
intense massage. Three of the massage seats are 
controlled by a two-speed pump. At the touch of a 
button, a soft massage beings, and at a second touch 
the massage streams become significantly more 
powerful. The soft massage is perfect for winding 
down after a powerful pummelling massage, or if the 
younger children want to swim without excessive 
massage streams.
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PANEL OPTIONS:

TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS:

Fixed, directional, single-point massage 

Pummelling massage

Pulsating massage 

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

SHELL COLOURS:

viskan spa v-serie

A JOY SHARED IS A JOY DOUBLED.

VISKAN ÄNGSÖ

The Ängsö is a large hot tub (230 cm x 230 cm) which 
is generously equipped and cleverly designed with 
two parallel lounge seats. The location of the lounge 
seats invites you to lie next to each other and enjoy a 
peaceful, refreshing water massage. 

Ängsö has three massage pumps with a range of 
different features, which means that the water massage 
can be adapted to suit your own taste. 

The tub is equipped with our comprehensive lighting 
package, ACS water purification system, a waterfall, 
aromatherapy and a separate circulation pump. 
 
The Ängsö is a premium tub that offers complete 
enjoyment with no compromises.

VISKAN ÄNGSÖ FACTS

Size ........................................................................ 230x230 cm

Height ................................................................................ 95 cm

Weight empty/filled ........................................439/2154 kg

Water volume .................................................................. 1715 L

Cool off seat/child seat ....................................................Yes

Lighting  .................................................................................Yes

Water-level lighting ...........................................................Yes

Illuminated waterfall ..........................................................Yes

Neck pillows ......................................................................5 pcs

Pump 1  ............................3hp, 2200W Dual Speed pump

Pump 2  ..................................................................2hp, 1500W

Pump 3  ..................................................................2hp, 1500W

Separate circulation pump  ............................................Yes

Titanium heater  ............................................................... 3kW

ACS cleaning system  ........................................................Yes

Aromatherapy  .....................................................................Yes

Stainless steel jets ..............................................................Yes

Massage jets ..................................................................44 pcs

Particle filters  ..................................................................2 pcs

Electrical connection ..3N� 400V 3x16A 50Hz 8340W
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TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS:

Fixed, directional, single-point massage 

Pummelling massage

Pulsating massage 

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

PANEL OPTION:

viskan spa v-serie

SHELL COLOURS:

VISKAN VINDÖ

The Vindö is equipped with a double seat in one corner 
of the tub. This creates a softer, cosier element in the 
stylish design. Like the other tubs in the V series, you 
have the comprehensive lighting package for mood 
lighting, a rippling waterfall and an ACS water 
purification system that means that your tub requires 
minimal care. 

The Vindö has three massage pumps with a range of 
different functions that allow you to customise the 
water massage exactly as you want. 

The Vindö is a tub for relaxation and recuperation, but 
it is also a tub for the family to get closer to one 
another.

VISKAN VINDÖ FACTS

Size  ....................................................................... 230x230 cm

Height  ............................................................................... 95 cm

Weight empty/filled ........................................439/2154 kg

Water volume .................................................................. 1715 L

Cool off seat/child seat ....................................................Yes

Lighting  .................................................................................Yes

Water-level lighting ...........................................................Yes

Illuminated waterfall ..........................................................Yes

Neck pillows ......................................................................6 pcs

Pump 1  ...............................3hp, 2200W Dual Speed pump

Pump 2  ..................................................................2hp, 1500W

Pump 3  ..................................................................2hp, 1500W

Separate circulation pump  ............................................Yes

Titanium heater  ............................................................... 3kW

ACS cleaning system .........................................................Yes

Aromatherapy  .....................................................................Yes

Stainless steel jets  .............................................................Yes

Massage jets .................................................................. 53 pcs

Particle filters  ..................................................................2 pcs

Electrical connection ..3N� 400V 3x16A 50Hz 8340W

STYLISH AND COSY AT THE SAME TIME.
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PANEL OPTIONS:

TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS:

Fixed, directional, single-point massage 

Pummelling massage

Pulsating massage 

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

SHELL COLOURS:

viskan spa v-serie

THE HOT TUB WITH TWO LAY-DOWN SECTIONS.

VISKAN HASSELÖ

The lay-down sections have different dimensions, but 
both are designed so that tall and short people can lie 
comfortably and enjoy a good massage.

With its 53 massage jets and 3 massage pumps, the 
bath provides a very good water massage. You choose 
whether you want a kneading, pulsating or single-
point massage. You can also choose the strength of 
the massage.

The bath is equipped with separately programmable 
circulation pump, aromatherapy, AOP cleaning, dual 
filters and antibacterial hoses - all designed to minimise 
maintenance and maximise the enjoyment of your 
Viskan Mississippi.

VISKAN HASSELÖ FACTS

Size ........................................................................ 230x230 cm

Height ................................................................................ 95 cm

Weight empty/filled ....................................... 439/1998 kg

Water volume .................................................................1559 L

Lighting  .................................................................................Yes

Water-level lighting ...........................................................Yes

Neck pillows ......................................................................5 pcs

Pump 1  ............................3hp, 2200W Dual Speed pump

Pump 2  ..................................................................2hp, 1500W

Pump 3  ..................................................................2hp, 1500W

Separate circulation pump  ............................................Yes

Titanium heater  ............................................................... 3kW

ACS cleaning system  ........................................................Yes

Aromatherapy  .....................................................................Yes

Stainless steel jets ..............................................................Yes

Massage jets .................................................................. 53 pcs

Particle filters  ..................................................................2 pcs

Electrical connection ..3N� 400V 3x16A 50Hz 8340W
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TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS:

Fixed, directional, single-point massage 

Pummelling massage

Pulsating massage 

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

PANEL OPTION:

viskan spa v-serie

SHELL COLOURS:

VISKAN HÄGGÖ FACTS

Size ........................................................................ 230x230 cm

Height ................................................................................ 95 cm

Weight empty/filled ...................................... 439/2054 kg

Water volume .................................................................. 1615 L

Lighting  .................................................................................Yes

Water-level lighting ...........................................................Yes

Neck pillows ......................................................................6 pcs

Pump 1  ............................3hp, 2200W Dual Speed pump

Pump 2  ..................................................................2hp, 1500W

Pump 3  ..................................................................2hp, 1500W

Separate circulation pump  ............................................Yes

Titanium heater  ............................................................... 3kW

ACS cleaning system  ........................................................Yes

Aromatherapy  .....................................................................Yes

Stainless steel jets ..............................................................Yes

Massage jets .................................................................. 52 pcs

Particle filters  ..................................................................2 pcs

Electrical connection ..3N� 400V 3x16A 50Hz 8340W

HÄGGO HAS IT ALL.

Add-in light therapy, aromatherapy, ACS purification 
system, 3 massage pumps, separate programmable 
circulation pump and 52 wonderful massage jets, as 
well as a nice lounger and 5 seats of varying sizes and 
depths. That's the Viskan Häggö for you.

Häggö is a hot tub that has it all. Massage jets with 
different features and sizes that give you the kind of 
massage you want and wherever you want it.

A hot tub which allows you to adjust the massage 
pressure easily, complemented by a beautiful scent 
and beautiful lights shining in the water. Everything to 
provide you with the perfect bathing experience.

Tired feet can enjoy a massage regardless of whether 
favour the lying position or any of the other 5 seats.
The Häggö hot tub is ideal for bathing alone or enjoying 
with several other people.

VISKAN HÄGGÖ
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PANEL OPTIONS:

TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS:

Fixed, directional, single-point massage 

Pummelling massage

Pulsating massage 

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

SHELL COLOURS:

viskan spa v-serie

VISKAN BJÖRKÖ

Seven seats, four of which are comfortable corner 
seats. These are very well designed in terms of both 
size and the number of massage jets. The spa also 
provides foot massages with adjustable massage jets. 
Everything to ensure you enjoy the massage you want, 
and where you want it.

The design and form of the spa allows you to sit easily 
and comfortably, and provides plenty of space for you, 
your family and friends. Viskan Björkö is a hot tub, 
which will make you long to get home.

With an illuminated waterfall, a large underwater lamp 
and 16 small light bulbs just below the water level, 
you’ll enjoy a wonderfully atmospheric bathing 
experience.

A HOT TUB THAT WILL MAKE YOU LONG FOR HOME.

VISKAN BJÖRKÖ FACTS

Size  ........................................................................210x210 cm

Height  ..............................................................................95 cm

Weight empty/filled ......................................385/1960 kg

Water quantity .............................................................1575 L

Cool off seat/child seat .................................................. Yes

Lighting  ............................................................................... Yes

Water level lighting.......................................................... Yes

Lit waterfall and switches ............................................. Yes

Neck pillows .................................................................... 5 pcs

Pump 1  .............................3hp, 2200W Dual Speed pump

Pump 2  ...............................................................3hp, 2200W

Separate circular pump ................................................. Yes

Titanium heaters  ............................................................3kW

ACS cleaning system ....................................................... Yes

Aromatherapy .................................................................... Yes

Stainless steel jets  ........................................................... Yes

Massage jets .................................................................49 pcs

Particle filters  ................................................................. 1 pcs

Electrical connecion ..3N� 400V 3x16A 50Hz 7660W 
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TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS:

Fixed, directional, single-point massage 

Pummelling massage

Pulsating massage 

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

PANEL OPTION:

viskan spa v-serie

SHELL COLOURS:

VISKAN ASPERÖ

EACH MASSAGE SEAT IS UNIQUE.

This six-seater hot tub has deep seats and a lovely 
lounger. The Viskan Asperö is also equipped with 
a combined entrance/cool down seat. A place that 
might be very welcome after a good soak. 

Each massage seat in the Viskan Asperö is unique. 
The hot tub has massage jets of different sizes and 
different functions on each massage seat. This is to 
provide a great, total body massage experience. 

The Viskan Asperö is a hot tub to relax in.

VISKAN ASPERÖ FACTS

Size  ........................................................................210x210 cm

Height  ..............................................................................95 cm

Weight empty/filled .......................................378/1853 kg

Water quantity .............................................................1475 L

Cool off seat/child seat .................................................. Yes

Lighting  ............................................................................... Yes

Water level lighting.......................................................... Yes

Lit waterfall and switches ............................................. Yes

Neck pillows .................................................................... 5 pcs

Pump 1  .............................3hp, 2200W Dual Speed pump

Pump 2  ................................................................3hp, 2200W

Separate circular pump ................................................. Yes

Titanium heaters  ............................................................3kW

ACS cleaning system ....................................................... Yes

Aromatherapy .................................................................... Yes

Stainless steel jets  ........................................................... Yes

Massage jets ................................................................ 40 pcs

Particle filters  ................................................................. 1 pcs

Electrical connecion ..3N� 400V 3x16A 50Hz 7660W 
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PANEL OPTIONS:

TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS:

Fixed, directional, single-point massage 

Pummelling massage

Pulsating massage 

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

SHELL COLOURS:

viskan spa v-serie

VISKAN ALMÖ

VISKAN LESSY FACTS

Size  ........................................................................ 210x177 cm

Height  ..............................................................................79 cm

Weight empty/filled ...................................... 325/1303 kg

Water quantity ..............................................................978 L

Cool off seat/child seat .................................................. Yes

Lighting  ............................................................................... Yes

Water level lighting.......................................................... Yes

Neck pillows .................................................................... 3 pcs

Pump 1  .............................3hp, 2200W Dual Speed pump

Pump 2  ................................................................2hp, 1500W

Separate circular pump ................................................. Yes

Titanium heaters  ............................................................3kW

ACS cleaning system ....................................................... Yes

Aromatherapy .................................................................... Yes

Stainless steel jets  ........................................................... Yes

Massage jets .................................................................36 pcs

Particle filters  ................................................................. 1 pcs

Electrical connecion ..3N� 400V 3x16A 50Hz 6840W 

A LOT OF TUB IN A SMALL PLACE
Viskan Almö is the hot tub to choose when the available 
space is limited. Despite its exterior dimensions, Almö 
offers two full-length lay-down points and a seat. The 
lay-down loungers are designed to allow you to "sit 
deeply" just like in Viskan Spa’s other models. 

The mix of large and small massage jets and the ability 
to switch between kneading, pulsating and single-
point massaging, along with a large light package and 
aromatherapy, make this a great option for those who 
want the most in a small package.

Almö has separate programmable circulation pump, 2 
massage pumps, Viskan Spa’s ACS purification system 
and individual massage strength control. In other 
words, everything you could wish for in a premium hot 
tub.
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TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS:

Fixed, directional, single-point massage 

Pummelling massage

Pulsating massage 

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

PANEL OPTION:

viskan spa v-serie

SHELL COLOURS:

VISKAN ASKÖ

VISKAN ASKÖ FACTS

Size  ........................................................................ 210x177 cm

Height  ..............................................................................79 cm

Weight empty/filled ...................................... 326/1293 kg

Water quantity ..............................................................967 L

Cool off seat/child seat .................................................. Yes

Lighting  ............................................................................... Yes

Water level lighting.......................................................... Yes

Neck pillows .................................................................... 3 pcs

Pump 1  .............................3hp, 2200W Dual Speed pump

Pump 2  ................................................................2hp, 1500W

Separate circular pump ................................................. Yes

Titanium heaters  ............................................................3kW

ACS cleaning system ....................................................... Yes

Aromatherapy .................................................................... Yes

Stainless steel jets  ........................................................... Yes

Massage jets .................................................................36 pcs

Particle filters  ................................................................. 1 pcs

Electrical connecion ..3N� 400V 3x16A 50Hz 6840W 

IT’S THE INSIDE THAT COUNTS.

Viskan Askö is a hit spa with a small exterior but a large 
interior. Even though the bath is only 79 cm high, the 
seats are shaped in such a way that you are nice and 
comfortable with a high water level line. 

Askö offers a full-length lay-down point and two 
beautiful corner seats. The hot tub has our best 
purification system with antibacterial tubes, AOP 
purification and separately programmable circulation 
pump. Everything to clean the water as much as 
possible with minimal maintenance.

The hot tub is also equipped with 2 powerful massage 
pumps that provide kneading, pulsating and directable 
single-point massage jets. You can adjust the strength 
in the seat you are sitting in through an easy-to-
operate switch.
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AN EXTRAORDINARY 
EXPERIENCE.

under a starry sky, perhaps with a nip of frost in the air or on a warm summer’s evening. 
All alone, or in the company of your nearest and dearest in a warm atmosphere – free from 

everyday distractions. A generous number of massage jets, powerful pumps along with 
mood lighting and stimulating aromatherapy.  

An experience for all the senses, for all seasons. 
- Climb in and let the enjoyment begin.
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@VISKANSPA

DISCOVER US ONLINE
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THE S-SERIE.
Our S Series features 6 different models, five different 

shell colours and three different panel colours. You 

choose the one that suits you best. What all the S 

Series models have in common are stainless steel jets, 

ozone purification, separately programmable 

circulation pumps, antibacterial hoses and the same 

great basic quality as all Viskan Spas hot tubs. 

The S Series also includes a light package, consisting 

of a large LED lamp and water level lighting, for a 

beautiful and enjoyable bathing experience on a dark 

winter evening.

 

In other words, a very high quality hot tub at a really 

good price.
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PANEL OPTIONS:

TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS

Fixed, directional, single-point massage

Pummelling massage

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

SHELL COLOURS:

viskan spa s-serie

VISKAN BOKÖ

The Viskan Bokö is one of the latest additions to the S 
series and the first with double lounge seats. The tub 
measures 230x230 cm with a good depth and 
tremendous comfort. 

With two massage pumps, rotating jets, a 3kW heater, 
dual filters, a separately programmable circulation 
pump, 53 massage jets, underwater and water-level 
lighting and illuminated switches in various colours, 
this is a tub to enjoy whatever the season. The tub is 
also equipped with anti-bacterial hoses and UV-C 
purification which make care of the bathing water 
easier and reduce the need for chemicals. 

TWO LOUNGE SEATS – ONE FOR YOU AND ONE FOR  
YOUR LOVED ONE.

VISKAN BOKÖ FACTS

Size  .......................................................................230x230 cm

Height  ...............................................................................95 cm

Weight empty/filled ......................................439/2054 kg

Water quantity .............................................................. 1615 L

Lighting  ................................................................................ Yes

Water level lighting  ......................................................... Yes

Neck pillows ..................................................................... 5 pcs

Pump 1 ..................................................................3hp, 2200W

Pump 2 .................................................................3hp, 2200W

Separate circular pump ................................................... Yes

Heater  ..................................................................................3kW

UV-C-cleaning system ..................................................... Yes

Stainless steel jets  ............................................................ Yes

Massage jets  .................................................................53 pcs

Particle filters  ................................................................. 2 pcs

Electrical connecion ...3N� 400V 3x16A 50Hz 7540W 
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viskan spa s-serie

PANEL OPTIONS:

TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS

Fixed, directional, single-point massage

Pummelling massage

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

SHELL COLOURS:

VISKAN SANDÖ

Of all our hot tubs, the Sandö probably offers the best 
value for money. It measures 230x230 cm and has the 
characteristic Viskan Spa hot tub depth. 

Sandö has 2 massage pumps, dual filters, separately 
programmable circulation pumps, 52 massage jets, 
underwater and water level lighting in different 
colours, and a 3kW heater. Dolomite has the same high 
level of equipment as you will find in the premium 
classes of other hot tubs on the market.

The bath also has antibacterial hoses and ozone 
generators, which facilitate control of bathing water 
and reduce the need for chemicals. 

VISKAN SANDÖ FACTS

Size  .......................................................................230x230 cm

Height  ...............................................................................95 cm

Weight empty/filled ......................................439/2054 kg

Water quantity .............................................................. 1615 L

Lighting  ................................................................................ Yes

Water level lighting  ......................................................... Yes

Neck pillows ..................................................................... 6 pcs

Pump 1 ..................................................................3hp, 2200W

Pump 2 .................................................................3hp, 2200W

Separate circular pump ................................................... Yes

Heater  ..................................................................................3kW

UV-C-cleaning system ..................................................... Yes

Stainless steel jets  ............................................................ Yes

Massage jets  .................................................................52 pcs

Particle filters  ................................................................. 2 pcs

Electrical connecion ...3N� 400V 3x16A 50Hz 7540W 

LARGE HOT TUB AND VALUE FOR MONEY.
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PANEL OPTIONS:

TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS

Fixed, directional, single-point massage

Pummelling massage

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

SHELL COLOURS:

viskan spa s-serie

VISKAN SALTÖ

Seven seats, four of which are comfortable corner 
seats. The hot tub is equipped with a range of different 
massage jet types. These are also located at different 
heights and distances between each other, to create as 
wide and as multilateral a massage as possible. 

The spa is equipped with a large underwater lamp and 
eight light bulbs just below the water level, greatly 
enhancing the bathing experience.

VISKAN SALTÖ FACTS

Size  .........................................................................210x210 cm

Height  ...............................................................................95 cm

Weight empty/filled .......................................385/2010 kg

Water quantity ............................................................. 1625 L

Cool off seat/child seat ................................................... Yes

Lighting  ................................................................................ Yes

Water level lighting  ......................................................... Yes

Neck pillows ..................................................................... 6 pcs

Pump 1 ..................................................................3hp, 2200W

Separate circular pump ................................................... Yes

Heater  ..................................................................................3kW

UV-C-cleaning system ..................................................... Yes

Stainless steel jets  ............................................................ Yes

Massage jets  .................................................................25 pcs

Particle filters  .................................................................. 1 pcs

Electrical connecion ... 2N� 400V 2x16A 50Hz 5462W 

FOUR DEEP CORNER SEATS.
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viskan spa s-serie

PANEL OPTIONS:

TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS

Fixed, directional, single-point massage

Pummelling massage

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

SHELL COLOURS:

VISKAN LÄRKÖ

Viskan Lärkö is a hot tub with directional massage jets 
for a fun and regenerative water massage. 

You can choose from fixed or alternate lighting, and 
the water treatment system has antibacterial hoses 
and ozone generators for easy care and maintenance. 
In short, you will receive a hot tub you can thrive in.

Lärkö is the hot tub for those who like a good bathing 
depth, a lounge seat and a good water massage 
without sacrificing quality. 

Lärkö will provide many wonderful bathing experiences 
for you and your loved ones/friends.

VISKAN LÄRKÖ FACTS

Size  .........................................................................210x210 cm

Height  ...............................................................................95 cm

Weight empty/filled ........................................378/1853 kg

Water quantity ..............................................................1475 L

Cool off seat/child seat .................................................. Yes

Lighting  ................................................................................ Yes

Water level lighting  ......................................................... Yes

Neck pillows ..................................................................... 5 pcs

Pump  ...................................................................3hp, 2200W

Separate circular pump ................................................... Yes

Heater  ..................................................................................3kW

UV-C-cleaning system ..................................................... Yes

Stainless steel jets  ............................................................ Yes

Massage jets  .................................................................26 pcs

Particle filters  .................................................................. 1 pcs

Electrical connecion ... 2N� 400V 2x16A 50Hz 5462W 

A HOT TUB TO THRIVE IN.
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PANEL OPTIONS:

TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS

Fixed, directional, single-point massage

Pummelling massage

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

SHELL COLOURS:

viskan spa s-serie

VISKAN RÖNNÖ

VISKAN RÖNNÖ FACTS

Size  ......................................................................200x200 cm

Height  ...............................................................................95 cm

Weight empty/filled .......................................345/1670 kg

Water quantity ..............................................................1325 L

Lighting  ................................................................................ Yes

Water level lighting.......................................................... Yes

Neck pillows ..................................................................... 6 pcs

Pump  ....................................................................2hp, 1500W

Separate circular pump .................................................. Yes

Heater  ..................................................................................3kW

Ozone cleaning ................................................................... Yes

Stainless steel jets  ............................................................ Yes

Massage jets  ..................................................................16 pcs

Particle filters  .................................................................. 1 pcs

Electrical connection  ..2N�400V 2x16A 50Hz 4762W  

This is our smallest hot tub, but still accommodates 
many bathers. The Viskan Topaze has directional 
massage jets for a wonderful massage. 

The hot tub is also equipped with a large underwater 

lamp that illuminates the water with different colours. 

SMALLEST HOT TUB. MANY BATHERS.
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viskan spa s-serie

PANEL OPTIONS:

TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS

Fixed, directional, single-point massage

Pummelling massage

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

SHELL COLOURS:

VISKAN TROLLÖ

VISKAN TROLLÖ FACTS

Size   .................................................................... 200x200 cm

Height  .............................................................................. 95 cm

Weight empty/filled ...................................... 345/1670 kg

Water quantity ............................................................. 1325 L

Cool off seat/child seat ...................................................Yes

Lighting   ...............................................................................Yes

Water level lighting...........................................................Yes

Neck pillows .....................................................................5 pcs

Pump  ...................................................................3hp, 2200W

Separate circular pump ...................................................Yes

Heater  ................................................................................. 3kW

Ozone cleaning ...................................................................Yes

Stainless steel jets  ...........................................................Yes

Massage jets ................................................................. 26 pcs

Particle filters ...................................................................1 pcs

Electrical connecion ...2N� 400V 2x16A 50Hz 4762W 

The Trollö is simple, smooth and easy to care for – 
which is just as it should be. The Trollö has a 
comfortable lounge seat and room for a further four 
people and, in fact, just about everything you could 
want in a hot tub. 

The tub may be small in terms of external 
measurements, but it has been designed to allow a lot 
of people to enjoy bathing together. You’ll notice that 
when you try the Trollö. 

For its size, it provides plenty of room for the whole 
family.

THE SMALL TUB WITH THE BIG HEART.
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PANEL OPTIONS:

TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS

Fixed, directional, single-point massage

Pummelling massage

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

SHELL COLOURS:

viskan spa s-serie

The Lovö is a tub that’s small on the outside but big on 
the inside. Despite the fact that the tub is only 79 cm 
high, the seats are designed to allow you to sit 
comfortably with a high water level. 

The Lovö provides a full-length lounge seat and two 
pleasant corner seats. The tub is also equipped with 
two powerful massage pumps that drive the pulsating 
and directional point-massage jets. You can adjust the 
strength in the seat you’re sitting in using an easily-
operated switch.

VISKAN  LOVÖ

IT’S THE INSIDE THAT COUNTS.

VISKAN LOVÖ FACTS

Size  ..........................................................................210x177 cm

Height  ............................................................................... 79 cm

Weight empty/filled ........................................326/1293 kg

Water quantity ............................................................... 967 L

Lighting  .................................................................................Yes

Water level lighting............................................................Yes

Neck pillows ......................................................................3 pcs

Pump 1  ..................................................................3hp, 2200W

Pump 2  ..................................................................2hp, 1500W

Separate circular pump ...................................................Yes

Heater  .................................................................................. 3kW

UV-C-cleaning system ......................................................Yes

Stainless steel jets  .............................................................Yes

Massage jets  ................................................................. 36 pcs

Particle filters  ................................................................... 1 pcs

Electrical connection ..3N� 400V 3x16A 50Hz 6840W  
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viskan spa s-serie

PANEL OPTIONS:

TYPE OF MASSAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS

Fixed, directional, single-point massage

Pummelling massage

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

SHELL COLOURS:

VISKAN STJÄRNÖ

The Stjärnö is a tub that makes room where space is 
otherwise limited. Despite its external measurements, 
the Stjärnö offers two full-length lounge seats and a 
single seat.

The lounge seats are designed to enable you to “sit 
deep” just like in Viskan Spa’s other models. 

The tub is equipped with two powerful massage 
pumps that drive the pulsating and directional point-
massage jets. You can adjust the strength in the seat 
you’re sitting in using an easily-operated switch. 

The Stjärnö is the perfect tub for a slightly smaller 
family or for those who prefer a pleasant massage and 
bathing experience for just the two of you.

VISKAN STJÄRNÖ FACTS

Size  ..........................................................................210x177 cm

Height  ............................................................................... 79 cm

Weight empty/filled ........................................325/1303 kg

Water quantity ............................................................... 978 L

Lighting  .................................................................................Yes

Water level lighting............................................................Yes

Neck pillows ......................................................................3 pcs

Pump 1  ..................................................................3hp, 2200W

Pump 2  ..................................................................2hp, 1500W

Separate circular pump ...................................................Yes

Heater  .................................................................................. 3kW

UV-C-cleaning system ......................................................Yes

Stainless steel jets  .............................................................Yes

Massage jets  ................................................................. 36 pcs

Particle filters  ................................................................... 1 pcs

Electrical connection ..3N� 400V 3x16A 50Hz 6840W  

A LOT OF TUB IN A SMALL SPACE.
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TYP AV MASSAGEJETS:

ANTAL PLATSER:

TYP AV PLATSER:

Fast riktbar punktmassage 

Knådande massage

Styr spabadet via WiFi med en app från din 
mobila enhet. Finns som tillval på detta bad.

PANELALTERNATIV:

SKALFÄRGER:

Viskan Donsö is a round hot tub with room for 4-5 
bathers and a cooling off/child seat. The hot tub has 
directional massage jets, underwater lamps and light 
bulbs just below the water level that illuminate the 
water with different colours. 

The Viskan Donsö is equipped with a separate 
circulation pump for proper, quiet water purification. 

PANEL OPTIONS:

TYPE OF MASAGE JETS:

NUMBER OF SEATS:

TYPE OF SEATS

Fixed, directional, single-point massage

Pummelling massage

Control the hot tub from a WiFi app on your 
mobile device. Available on this hot tub.

SHELL COLOURS:

VISKAN DONSÖ

VISKAN DONSÖ FACTS

Size  ..................................................................................210 cm

Height  .............................................................................103 cm

Weight empty/filled ....................................... 290/1765 kg

Water quantity ..............................................................1475 L

Cool off seat/child seat ................................................... Yes

Lighting  ................................................................................ Yes

Pump  ....................................................................2hp, 1500W

Separate circular pump ................................................... Yes

Heater  ..................................................................................3kW

Ozon cleaning ..................................................................... Yes

Stainless steel jets  ............................................................ Yes

Massage jets  .................................................................. 12 pcs

Particle filters  .................................................................. 1 pcs

Electrical connecion ... 2N� 400V 2x16A 50Hz 4762W 

FOR THOSE WHO LIKE ROUND SHAPES.

viskan spa s-serie
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PANEL OPTIONS:

SHELL COLOURS:

ANTAL PLATSER:

TYP AV PLATSER:

Styr spabadet via WiFi med en app från din 
mobila enhet. Finns som tillval på detta bad.

Perhaps you have previously bathed in a wood-fired 
tub or owned one yourself? Our spa tub saves you 
having to plan filling the water and wood-firing the hot 
water for each bath. The spa tub is always ready for a 
spontaneous, hot and relaxing bath.  

The spa tub does not need to be emptied after bathing 
as the water only needs replacing 3-4 times a year. 
Like our other hot tubs, the spa tub is always filled 
with water. In other words, just lift off the cover and 
slip into the heated bath. Underwater lighting and 
aromatherapy make the evening extra cosy, just like a 
spa. Like all our baths, the spa tub comes with a thick 
lid, a 3 kw titanium heater and a circulation pump/
filter for cleaning. 

VISKAN SPA TUB

VISKAN SPA TUB FACTS

Size  ..................................................................................210 cm

Height  .............................................................................103 cm

Weight empty/filled ....................................... 260/1735 kg

Water quantity ..............................................................1475 L

Cool off seat/child seat ................................................... Yes

Lighting  ................................................................................ Yes

Separate circular pump ................................................... Yes

Heater  ..................................................................................3kW

Aromatherapy  .................................................................... Yes

Particle filters  .................................................................. 1 pcs

Electrical connecion ....................................................................

....................................... 1N� 220-230V 1x16A 50Hz 3250W 

SPA TUB IS ALWAYS READY. 

viskan spa s-serie
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Extra heater 3 kW is an extra heater 
that can be connected to a Viskan Spa 
hot tub to ensure that the bath 
temperature is maintained even during 
long baths in winter.

Item no. 50713

WiFi allows you to use an app for 
wireless control of your hot tub 
from anywhere in  the world.
Everything you can control with 
the hot tub’s control panel can 
now be controlled using your 
mobile phone.  
You can change the heat, the filter 
cycles or just check that 
everything’s OK in the hot tub. 

Item no. 50743

A factory-fitted option that will help 
you with water management. The 
brominator converts bromine salt to 
bromine and keeps the water fresh and 
clean. Perfect when you 
leave the bath unattended 
for an extended 
period of time.

Item no. 50737

The remote control means you don’t 
need to move to switch the pumps or 
lighting on or off. The remote control is 
waterproof and floats, but should be 
removed from the water after you’ve 
finished bathing. Suitable for the  
V series.

Item no. 50670

Listen to your favourite music via bluetooth. The music package includes a 
subwoofer, two speakers, a remote control (only the S series) and an amplifier. 

COVER LIFT I
A simple cover lifting device that lifts 
the cover over the arms.  The cover lift 
has a base plate which is pushed under 
the tub so it remains firmly in place.

We offer several cover lifts for your hot tub. The cover lift makes it easier to remove the cover, which is good for your back and also 
for the cover.

COVER LIFT III
A cover lift that’s suitable for most hot 
tubs, whether they’re free-standing 
or sunk into a patio. The lift 
is attached to the upper 
part of the panel.

COVER LIFT II
A cover lift suitable for a free-standing 
hot tub.  The cover lift has a base plate 
which is pushed under the hot tub so it 
remains firmly in place.

WIRELESS MUSIC PACKAGE

MOUNTED ACCESSORIES

WiFi

Item no. 50714 (S series) Item no. 50715 (V series)

BROMINATOR

REMOTE CONTROL

COVER LIFT

Item no. 50709 Item no. 50710 Item no. 50711

ACCESSORIES

EXTRA HEATER
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HOT TUB STEPS ROUND
Strong grey steps for round bath.

HOT TUB STEPS 1
Strong, sturdy steps made of the same 
maintenance-free materials as our 
exterior panels.

HOT TUB STEPS 2
Convenient, simple steps that fit our  
square hot tubs

HOT TUB STEPS

Item no. 50686 (grey)
Item no. 50780 (black)
Item no. 50750 (white) Art.nr 50706 (grafitgrå) Art.nr 50687

A floating drinks tray, with colour 
markings, allows chilled drinks to be 
served in the hot tub.

Inflatable with suction cups. Manufactured in the same EVA 
material as our other cushions, but 
removable. 

SEAT CUSHION WATERBRICK.  SEAT CUSHION BOOSTER SEAT
Filled with water and attached to the 
tub with suction cups

A seat cushion in the hot tub allows those who are not as tall or children to use all 
the seats.

FOR THE 
CHILDREN

2 straps with clips to pull over the cover 
and prevent it from blowing off in high 
wind. The straps are adjustable with a 
maximum length of 2.80 m.  

Item no. 50719

Handle for extra support to help you get 
into and out of the hot tub.  The handle 
has a plate which is pushed under  
the tub so it remains firmly 
in place.

Item no. 50708

HANDLE – EXTRA SUPPORT STORM STRAP

REMOVABLE NECK CUSHION

Item no. 50749 Item no. 50748

SEAT CUSHION

Item no. 50745 Item no. 50744

DRINKS TRAY

Item no. 50718 (grey)  
Item no. 50707 (black)
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For chlorine or bromine tablets.

Art.nr 50754

FLOATING DOSER

SPA DISC

Absorbs oils and other 
dirt from the surface of 
the water. The sponge 
can be washed clean 
and reused.

Item no. 50766

HOT TUB VACUUM 
CLEANER
A manual vacuum cleaner 
that sucks up any dirt, 
grass etc. that may end up 
in the hot tub.  The set 
also includes wall brackets 
and hoops.

Item no. 50732

WATER FILTER CLEANER
Easily connected to a garden hose to 
clean the filter quickly and efficiently.

Item no. 50767

CLEANING PRODUCTS

WATER LINE SCRUBBLE

A cleaning sponge with handles that 
gently clean the waterline
in the hot tub.

Item no. 50768

VISKAN FILTER S40 WITH  
SCREWTHREAD

Fit hottubs with a filterholder 
looks like this.
 

VISKAN FILTER S50 WITH  
SCREWTHREAD

Fit hottubs with a filterholder 
looks like this. 

FILTER SUITABLE FOR THE V SERIES

Item no. 50735 Item no. 50757

VISKAN FILTER 25 SQF.
Fit hottubs with a filterholder 
looks like this.

 

VISKAN FILTER 50 SQF.

Fit hottubs with a filterholder 
looks like this.

FILTER SUITABLE FOR THE S SERIES

Item no. 50759 Item no. 50758

KEEP YOUR 
HOT TUB 
CLEAN.
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AQUACHECK DIGITAL READER
Accurately reads free chlorine,  
bromine, ph, and total alkalinity  
on test strips.reads strips in only  
15 seconds.

Item no: 50712

 
Extra teststrips
Item no. 50761

WATER GAUGE WiFi

ICO SPA – THE CONNECTED DEVICE FOR YOUR SPA
 
With ICO spa, you will be connected to your spa in real 
time, wherever you are. ICO simplifies the analysis and 
maintenance of your spa. 

ICO Spa measure, analyse, recommend and alert you if 
necessary to guide you and help you maintaining 
healthier and clearer swimming water.

Connected through WiFi to your network, It will send 
information directly to your smartphone 24/7 wherever 
you are. With solid sensors it´s well protected by a rigid 
shell. The battery is rechargeable and long-lasting.

Compatible with chlorine, bromine, or salt water 
chlorinators. Quick and easy installation with our 
included quick start guide.

Item no. 50762

WATER GAUGE DIGITAL

SCUBA SMARTTEST
A digital photometer that give you 
accurent measuremnets of your PH, 
alkanitet, chlorine and bromine.

Item no.50746

Refill tablets Smarttest.
Item no. 50746-A

ICO calibration kit
Item no. 50763
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GOOD ADVICE BEFORE PURCHASING.
WHAT SHOULD I THINK ABOUT BEFORE MY 
HOT TUB IS DELIVERED?

The hot tub must stand on a stable, even surface.  Talk 
to a professional about whether your wooden decking 
will support it or how deep the gravel bed on your lawn 
needs to be to avoid settling. If, for example, it is to be 
built into wooden decking, it must be accessible for 
servicing since it may be necessary to remove all the 
panels and work all around the tub.  All electrical 
installations must be carried out by a qualified 
electrician.  The hot tub is filled with a water hose, 
1300–2600 litres, depending on the hot tub.

HOW OFTEN MUST THE WATER BE REPLACED? 

It must be replaced 3–4 times a year, depending on use 
and water quality.  The electricity must be turned off 
before emptying. We recommend a submersible pump 
for quick and easy emptying. While the water is being 
pumped out, rinse the jets and extractors with a water 
hose.  Filter and suction recesses must be cleaned 
regularly.

ARE CHEMICALS REQUIRED TO KEEP THE 
HOT TUB CLEAN? 

Although the tub has a circulation pump, particle filters 
and a UV-C lamp/ozonator, chemicals such as chlorine, 
bromine or active oxygen are required to keep it clean.  
Dosages and their use vary. Read the instructions on 

each product.  Chemicals must also be added when 
the water is changed or the tub is filled for the first 
time. 

HOW DO I MAINTAIN MY HOT TUB? 

Check the pH and chlorine content of the water at 
regular intervals for the most comfortable bathing and 
also because tub components can be damaged by an 
excessively low pH.  Use mild low-lather detergents to 
keep the surface clean rather than products containing 
abrasives.  The cushions should be removed and 
washed in water.  If the hot tub is not going to be used 
for an extended period, remove the cushions to 
prolong their lifespan.  The exterior panels are cleaned 
with water and a damp cloth. Do not pressure wash as 
water may penetrate and damage the electronics. 

CAN I EMPTY OUT THE WATER AND SWITCH OFF 
THE HOT TUB? 

We recommend having the tub filled and plugged in at 
all times.  It's difficult to empty all the water out and 
the pumps and jets risk freezing at cooler temperatures 
if water is left in the system.  In warmer temperatures, 
there is a risk of algae and mould forming since there is 
no circulation or chemicals in the water. The circulation 
pump makes the water circulate, maintains the set 
temperature and prevents growth of algae.  If the tub 
is not to be used for an extended period, it can be set 
to Sleep Mode. 

WARRANTY TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
As the purchaser and owner of a Viskan Spa, you can 
feel safe and secure.  We and our subcontractors have 
extensive experience and selection of components, 
precision and knowledge are important factors to 
ensure that the product is satisfactory and that it will 
last a long time. 

PROMPT HELP IF SOMETHING GOES WRONG. 

However, things can still go wrong. Contact you retailer. 
For the fastest service, please have your receipt and 
warranty number ready.

WE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING WARRANTIES WITH 
OUR HOT TUBS:

• 10-year frame/framework warranty.
• 8-year warranty on alumi panels
• 5-year shell warranty against cracking and 

discolouration.
• 3-year component warranty including labour. 

Lighting, neck cushions, UV-C lamps/ozone generators, 
thermal covers and filters are excluded from the 
warranty as these are consumables with varying 
lifespans. The warranties apply to hot tubs used for 
private purposes. 

FOR MATTERS INVOLVING WARRANTIES/SERVICING, 
IT IS VERY IMPORTANT FOR: 

All sides of the hot tub to be accessible to our service 
engineers.  We are not liable for any costs associated 
with making the hot tub accessible for servicing/
warranty.

We reserve the right to make changes without notice.  
For printing reasons, the colours in the catalogue may differ slightly from the actual colours.   

We assume no liability for printing errors. 
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OUR SEAT DEPTH MEANS YOUR SHOULDERS ARE UNDER THE WATER,  
SO YOU CAN ENJOY OUR HOT TUBS ALL YEAR ROUND.

MADE IN SWEDEN.


